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Context.
What happens with aging
people who have lived
their entire live in a urban
house?
In Spain in most cases,
the elderly end their final
years living in a nursing
home. In these places
they do not feel at home.
Their degree of
dependency means that
many people have to
leave the home in which
they have lived for many
years.
This situation is worse in
rural areas.

The project

"Pueblo" aims to enable
the elderly to retain their
autonomy and take on
new challenges. But to
achieve this, a new model
of home is proposed,
whose limits go beyond
the physical boundaries
of a house.
For this model to be
sustainable, it is
necessary to reformulate
its ecosystem: faced with
an urban environment that
limits the home to the
house, a rural ecosystem
is proposed that allows
these limits to be
extended.

The design
process.

Pueblo is based on bringing

together childhood and old
age: two unproductive
stages of our lives.
These stages are
characterised by exchange,
mutual learning, playful and
self-confidence.
Faced with a model of
urban productive spaces,
the project transforms the
home to motivate these
relationships.
As in the places of our
childhood, the áreas where
we socialize are as
important as the private
spaces of our homes.

Governance and Policy Making

Rural lifestyle and virtual space
The home expanded is facilitated by the overlay of a virtual space. This superimposition allows neighbours to have
easy access to all kinds of services (publics and privates). The security of having basic services allows to maintain
their lifestyle and customs in the physical space.

Activism and Civic Participation

Physical environment
Intergenerational relations

One of the main objectives is to preserve people´s autonomy despite their age. Caring for the environment has
always been important in rural life. This activity can establish mutual learning relationships between different
generations.

Social Interactions and Relations

From village to city
Shared knowledge

Over the last decades, there has been a movement of young people from village to city. Nowadays, this
movement could be reversed. The elderly´s wisdom is complemented by the technological and media savvy of
younger people. This synergy can help to preserve elderly´s lifestyle, and help young people to better adapt to the
rural environment.

City and Environmental Planning

The useless village
In recent decades, there has been a movement of young people from the village to the city. Nowadays, this
movement could be reversed. The wisdom of the older generation is complemented by the media skills of the
younger generation. This synergy can contribute to preserving the local way of life, and help young and old people

Production, Distribution and Consumption

Reserve potential
Self-confidence

The useless school, disused for many years due to the lack of children, becomes a factor of relationship and
social cohesion. A place to explore actively and playfully, acquiring new knowledge and skills. Where the elderly
develops their reserve potential and their self-confidence.

Skill Training and Design Education

Workshops
Garden/seedbed

Healthy life
Playful space
Gateway to knowledge
Intergenerational collaboration and the overlapping of physical and virtual space, make it possible so set un many
activities. The useless school would be the support for accessing them, favouring proactivity and social cohesion.

Job Creation

The useless class
Virtual space maintenance
“By 2050 a new class of people might emerge-the useless class” (Harari, 2015) With the emergence of the
useless class, digital natives without a clear objective, the opportunity arises to turn life in the village into a new
experience, learning from the elderly and sharing knowledge. The useless class is the necessary bridge between
the elderly and their possibilities of relating to a virtual space.

Storytelling and Visualisation
Ethnography and iconography

co-design platform
The work and visualization tools are based on the etnographic study and the incorporation of easy-to-interpret
iconography. The project makes available to people a co-design platform (virtual and physical format).

www.theuselessvillage.blog
spot.com
www.etsidi.upm.es
talleresetsidi@gmail.com
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